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Abstract 18 

Selection acting on males can reduce mutation load of sexual relative to asexual populations, thus 19 

mitigating the two-fold cost of sex. This requires that it seeks and destroys the same mutations as 20 

selection acting on females, but with higher efficiency, which could happen due to sexual selection 21 

– a potent evolutionary force that in most systems predominantly affects males. We used replicate 22 

populations of red flour beetles (Tribolium castaneum) to study sex-specific selection against 23 

deleterious mutations introduced with ionizing radiation. Additionally, we employed a novel 24 

approach to quantify the relative contribution of sexual selection to the overall selection observed 25 

in males. The induced mutations were selected against in both sexes, with decreased sexual 26 

competitiveness contributing, on average, over 40% of the total decline in male fitness. However, 27 

we found no evidence for selection being stronger in males than in females; in fact, we observed a 28 

non-significant trend in the opposite direction. These results suggest that selection on males does 29 

not reduce mutation load below the level expected under the (hypothetical) scenario of asexual 30 

reproduction. Thus, we found no support for the hypothesis that sexual selection contributes to the 31 

evolutionary maintenance of sex. 32 

 33 

Introduction 34 

The predominance of sexual reproduction among eukaryotic organisms remains one of the 35 

greatest puzzles in evolutionary biology: sex seems just too costly to be as common as it is. Sexual 36 

populations are typically composed of males and females, but only the latter invest resources 37 

directly into the production of offspring. Thus, an asexual (all-female) lineage will grow twice as 38 

fast as a sexual one if sexual females produce daughters and sons at 1:1 ratio and all else is equal 39 
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between the lineages. This is the famous (or: infamous) two-fold cost of sex (Maynard Smith 1978, 40 

Milinski 2006), also called the cost of males. 41 

However, all else is generally not equal: the presence of males can affect the reproductive 42 

output of females in a variety of ways. One intriguing theoretical scenario proposes that selection 43 

acting on males may mitigate or even eliminate the cost of sex (Manning 1984; Agrawal 2001; 44 

Siller 2001). Involved in that scenario is the concept of mutation load. Due to the incessant influx 45 

of mutations (Keightley and Lynch 2003), mean individual fitness in both sexual and asexual 46 

populations is lower than it would be for a mutation-free, Platonic ideal of a population: harmful 47 

alleles are maintained by the balance between the opposing forces of mutation and selection. This 48 

reduction in mean fitness is called mutation load (Agrawal 2013). Sex can push the mutation load 49 

of populations below the level experienced by the asexual ones if selection acting on males seeks 50 

and destroys (Hetfield et al. 1983) the same alleles as selection on females, and – crucially – does 51 

so more stringently (Manning 1984; Agrawal 2001; Siller 2001).  52 

This could happen due to sexual selection, which arises from differential mating and 53 

fertilization success of individuals (Shuker 2010). Sexual selection is considered one of the most 54 

powerful and pervasive evolutionary forces (Andersson 1994; Kotiaho and Puurtinen 2007) and 55 

may often represent a major component of overall selection in sexual populations (Sharp and 56 

Agrawal 2012). Although it can (and does, in many taxa) act on both sexes, in most cases it tends 57 

to act much more strongly on males, limiting the number of those achieving paternity to the more 58 

competitive and/or attractive ones. Traits involved in male competitiveness and attractiveness are 59 

often energetically costly to produce; hence, their expression should depend on male condition 60 

(Price et al. 1993; Andersson 1994; Rowe and Houle 1996; Tomkins et al. 2004; Whitlock and 61 

Agrawal 2009). Condition of an individual can be defined as its overall health and vigour (Whitlock 62 
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and Agrawal 2009) or more broadly, as a pool of resources it has acquired and can allocate into 63 

fitness-enhancing traits (Rowe and Houle 1996). As such, condition should be affected by a very 64 

large fraction of the genome, because almost every locus is likely to contribute, to some extent, to 65 

an organism’s ability to acquire and process resources. In that view, condition constitutes a “genetic 66 

exchanger” between male and female fitness, resulting in congruent direction of selection over 67 

most loci: most deleterious mutations will be deleterious precisely because they adversely affect 68 

condition, and in consequence – condition-dependent fitness components in both sexes (Rowe and 69 

Houle 1996). Crucially to the models’ (Manning 1984; Agrawal 2001; Siller 2001) assumptions, 70 

sexual selection on males could cause male fitness to be more sensitive to condition than female 71 

fitness, such that the fraction of reproducing males would be more limited (to those bearing 72 

relatively few condition-hampering mutations) than the fraction of reproducing females. 73 

If these criteria are met, mutations detrimental to female fecundity are purged from sexual 74 

populations more efficiently than from asexual ones, “at the expense” of males (Agrawal 2001; 75 

Whitlock and Agrawal 2009). In effect, the cost of sex is counterbalanced by increased fitness of 76 

sexual females (Agrawal 2001). Importantly, this also improves the productivity of population, 77 

which is largely dependent on female fitness (Whitlock and Agrawal 2009). Alternatively, 78 

however, sexual selection may increase the unavoidable sexual antagonism, whereby some 79 

mutations favorable to one sex are disfavorable to the other (Connallon and Clark 2014). In effect, 80 

alleles detrimental to female fitness may be maintained in populations by selection acting on males 81 

(Plesnar-Bielak et al. 2014), further exacerbating the cost of sex (Holman and Kokko 2013).  82 

Thus, sexual selection can have multiple effects on purging mutation load affecting female 83 

and population-level fitness – from lending “its aid to ordinary selection” (Darwin 1859) to 84 

counteracting it. Distinguishing between these scenarios is most frequently attempted by 85 
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manipulating the intensity of sexual selection and analyzing downstream effects on the 86 

accumulation of the spontaneously arising mutation load (Radwan et al. 2004; McGuigan et al. 87 

2011; Lumley et al. 2015) or the clearance of the experimentally induced one (e.g. Radwan 2004; 88 

Hollis and Houle 2011; Plesnar et al. 2011; Almbro and Simmons 2013; Power and Holman 2015). 89 

If sexual selection on males discriminates, by and large, against the same alleles as selection acting 90 

on females, then relaxing sexual selection should lead to a faster accumulation / slower clearance 91 

of mutations hampering female and population fitness, compared to treatments in which sexual 92 

selection is operating. 93 

Importantly, however, such alignment is an insufficient – albeit necessary – condition for 94 

sexual selection to reduce mutation load in sexual relative to asexual populations, and thus 95 

contribute to paying the costs of sex. In order to chip in for the sex bill, sexual selection on males, 96 

at its naturaly occurring intensity, must act not only in the same direction, but also stronger, than 97 

selection acting on females (Agrawal 2001; Siller 2001; Whitlock and Agrawal 2009). This is 98 

perhaps most neatly explained in Whitlock and Agrawal’s (2009) review where the authors show 99 

that the expected mutation load (in a given locus) in sexual populations is as follows: 100 

 101 

 102 

� = 2μ(
��

�
), 103 

 104 

 105 

 106 

with µ being the rate of deleterious mutation, sF – the coefficient of selection against deleterious 107 

mutations in females, and s – the average selection across the sexes, i.e. s = (sM + sF) / 2; sM being 108 

the coefficient of selection in males. In asexual populations, the predicted load is � = 2μ (Whitlock 109 

and Agrawal 2009). Thus, the sexual population’s load is reduced relative to the asexual case 110 
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whenever the selection on females is weaker than the average selection across the sexes (which 111 

requires sM > sF). A sexual population in which sM = sF is predicted to harbor the same level of load 112 

in female fitness as an otherwise identical asexual population (Agrawal 2001; Whitlock and 113 

Agrawal 2009). If the selection is weaker in males, the load is increased relative to the asexual case 114 

(see also a simple numerical example in the Supplement).  115 

Thus, if the net effect of sexual selection on genome is in the same direction as of selection 116 

on females, relaxing the former will indeed hamper purging mutation load affecting female and 117 

population fitness, generating differences between treatments with relaxed vs. operating sexual 118 

selection, as observed in some studies (e.g. Radwan 2004; Lumley et al. 2015). However, such 119 

results cannot on their own verify that sexual selection does indeed improve fitness prospects of 120 

sexual females (and populations) compared to their asexual competitors. For this, it is necessary to 121 

determine not only the alignment of selection, but also its relative strength in males vs. females. 122 

To date, this has been done by relatively few studies, and almost exclusively on fruit flies. 123 

For example, Sharp and Agrawal (2008) compared the strength of sexual selection against eight 124 

mutations with visible phenotypic effects in Drosophila melanogaster. They found significant 125 

sexual selection at low and high densities on six of eight mutations. They also found that for five 126 

of the examined mutations, selection on females was less important in eliminating them than 127 

selection on males. In another study, the same authors (Sharp and Agrawal 2012) measured sex-128 

specific fitness effects of spontaneous mutations in D. melanogaster, using mutation accumulation 129 

lines. They found that accumulated mutations caused substantial fitness declines in both males and 130 

females with the effects being positively correlated between the sexes. Importantly, the mutations 131 

had larger effects on fitness in males than in females. Mallet et al. (2011), using X-chromosome 132 

mutation accumulation in the same species, also found stronger negative effects on males. Pischeda 133 

and Chippindale (2006) assessed the impact of deleterious nub mutation on D. melanogaster 134 
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populations and found that mutant males experienced a greater decline in fitness than mutant 135 

females. Whitlock and Bourguet (2000) examined deleterious effects of five mutant alleles or pairs 136 

of alleles (black, plexus-speck, claret, hairy, ebony-stripe) with visible phenotypic effects on 137 

female productivity and male mating success. They showed that all except hairy had a deleterious 138 

effect on female productivity, whereas three (black, claret, ebony-stripe) were deleterious for male 139 

mating success; for those three, the effects on males tended to be stronger than on females. In a 140 

sole (to the best of our knowledge) example of a non-drosophilid study, Grieshop et al. (2016) 141 

induced mutations by gamma irradiation to compare sex-specific competitive lifetime reproductive 142 

success (LRS) in a seed beetle Callosobruchus maculatus. Male competitive LRS was strongly 143 

decreased by induced mutations whereas in females the effect was weaker and non-significant, 144 

indicating that selection against novel mutations was stronger on males than females.  145 

Here, we analyzed the effects of mutations, induced by ionising radiation, on male and 146 

female fitness in the red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum. We induced the mutations on the genetic 147 

background of three replicate populations, which had been maintained at population size of 20 148 

breeding adults for 46 generations prior to our experiment (as a part of a long-term project by 149 

another group, cf. Laskowski et al. 2015). They are therefore expected to harbor very little genetic 150 

variation, making it easier to detect the effects of the experimentally induced mutations (Pekkala 151 

et al. 2009). We induced mutations in adult males, and scored fitness effects in their offspring of 152 

both sexes. We only irradiated the fathers in order to minimize the influence of non-genetic trans-153 

generational effects of irradiation. Thus, we analyzed the effects on male and female fitness of 154 

mutations inherited via their fathers’ germ line and thus present in the heterozygous state, 155 

mimicking the natural situation where mutations are rare (Radwan 2004). Our main aim was testing 156 

whether selection against deleterious mutations is indeed stronger in males than in females.  157 
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Additionally, we wanted to assess to what extent sexual selection itself contributed to the 158 

overall selection against deleterious mutations in males. We measured fitness as the number of 159 

adult offspring produced over one week of interactions with four individuals of the opposite sex 160 

and three competitors of the same sex. This type of design is commonly employed to assess fitness 161 

of males (and less frequently – females), although the numbers of individuals used in the assays 162 

vary among studies (Michalczyk et al. 2010, 2011; Lewis et al. 2012; Sharp and Agrawal 2012; 163 

Duffy et al. 2014). In males, the fitness outcome of such assay depends on their sexual 164 

competitiveness (the sexual selection component) and subsequent egg-to-adult offspring survival 165 

(offspring viability selection component). In our experiment, detrimental effects of mutations on 166 

male fitness could come about due either or both of these components. Thus, our second aim was 167 

to quantify the relative role of the sexual selection component. Finally, we conducted a behavioral 168 

assay to assess whether male sexual activity (one of key components of overall sexual 169 

competitiveness in flour beetles, (Michalczyk et al. 2011)) is affected by the induced mutations. 170 

 171 

Methods 172 

Introducing mutations 173 

We induced mutations on the genetic background of three replicate populations (henceforth 174 

denoted as lines 50, 52, and 55), which had been maintained at population size of 20 breeding 175 

adults for 46 generations prior to our experiment, and were hence expected to harbor very little 176 

initial genetic variation (Laskowski et al. 2015). In each replicate, we applied three irradiation 177 

doses: 10, 20 and 40 Gy, plus a non-irradiated control (0 Gy). Three doses were used because we 178 

had not been sure a priori which would be sufficient to cause a detectable fitness decline in 179 

offspring. 180 
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Before the irradiation treatment, virgin males (ca. 7 days post eclosion) were individually 181 

placed in 6 cm Petri dishes filled with fodder, and mated to 4 females from a phenotypic marker 182 

(reindeer honey dipper, henceforth: RdHD) strain each. The RdHD strain is homozygous for a 183 

dominant allele causing exaggeration of antennal club, easily distinguishable by eye. These initial 184 

matings were introduced in order for the males to replenish their sperm reserves before the 185 

irradiation treatment, so that the offspring used for fitness assays were produced from germ line 186 

cells affected by irradiation. RdHD females were used so that they could be easily distinguished 187 

from the males, as the sexes are difficult to tell apart by eye in adult T. castaneum. After 7 days of 188 

interaction, the females were discarded, whereas the males were randomly assigned to treatment 189 

groups and (apart from the control group) irradiated with γ rays from a Cs-137 source at the Institute 190 

of Nuclear Physics (Polish Academy of Sciences) in Krakow.  191 

Following the irradiation treatment, each male was individually placed in a 6 cm Petri dish 192 

filled with fodder, and mated to 2 virgin, non-irradiated females from the same line he originated 193 

from (i.e. line 50, 52 or 55). After 5 days of interactions, the males were discarded and each female 194 

was placed individually in a Petri dish with excess food, and left for a week to lay eggs. At pupal 195 

stage, the offspring of one randomly chosen female per each irradiated or non-irradiated male were 196 

isolated and separated by sex (two females per male were initially used only as a back-up in case 197 

one of them did not produce offspring). One son and one daughter per male were subsequently 198 

used in fitness assays. 199 

 200 

Fitness assays  201 

As a proxy for fitness (W), we measured the number of adult offspring produced during one 202 

week in the context of a small population (design modified from the “reproductive success in 203 

population context” assay, (Lewis et al. 2012)) for one daughter and one son of each of the 204 
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irradiated and non-irradiated males. The individuals used in these assays are henceforth referred to 205 

as mutated (offspring of irradiated males) and control (offspring of non-irradiated males) focal 206 

females and males, respectively. 207 

Each focal male was placed in a container with 3 virgin males from the RdHD strain and 4 208 

virgin females from the main (wild type) stock culture. Similarly, each focal female was placed in 209 

a container with 3 virgin females from the RdHD strain and 4 virgin males from the main (wild 210 

type) stock. These groups of beetles (henceforth referred to as experimental “populations”) were 211 

left to interact for 7 days. After that, we discarded the adults and added excess food to the containers 212 

for their developing offspring. We raised these offspring to adulthood, then killed them by freezing, 213 

separated by phenotype (wild-type or Rd) and counted. Since the RdHD allele is dominant and the 214 

RdHD strain we used is homozygous for it, we could unambiguously assign all wild type offspring 215 

the focal individual. 216 

 217 

Estimating selection against induced mutations in males and females 218 

Initial data exploration revealed that 10 Gy dose did not produce any consistent decline in 219 

fitness of the irradiated males’ offspring of either sex, compared to controls (fig. S1). Therefore, 220 

we dropped this dose from further analyses.   221 

In order to compare the strength of selection acting on males and females, we calculated the 222 

standardized coefficients of selection (s) against mutations induced by 20 and 40 Gy doses of γ 223 

rays, separately for each line and sex, as  224 

 225 

 226 

Equation 1. ss, d,l = 
	
,�,� � 	
,�,�

	
,�,�
 227 

 228 
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where the subscripts s, d and l denote sex, dose (with which fathers were irradiated; d0 stands for 229 

the control), and line, respectively, and � denotes mean fitness in a given group; e.g., sF, 20,50 = 230 

	�,,� � 	�,�,�

	�,,�
. Then, for each dose and population we calculated the ratio of the s coefficients in 231 

males and females, m/f = sM,d,l /sF,d,l (Agrawal 2001).  232 

In order to account for the uncertainty of the estimated coefficients, we used bootstrapping 233 

to obtain the confidence intervals around them (following the approach used by Sharp and Agrawal 234 

2012). We run 10 000 bootstrap rounds for each replicate line. In each round, we (1) drew three 235 

bootstrap samples (i.e. sampling with replacement, with sample size equal to the size of the sampled 236 

set): one from the set of control sires (26, 19 and 14 sires for lines 50, 52, and 55, respectively), 237 

one from the set of 20 Gy-irradiated sires (28, 19, and 14 sires, respectively), and one from the set 238 

of 40 Gy-irradiated sires (26, 20 and 13 sires, respectively); (2) noted fitness scores of son and 239 

daughter of each sampled sire; (3) calculated mean fitness separately for each dose and sex, based 240 

on the bootstrap samples; and (4) calculated sM , sF, and their ratio (see Eq. 1 and below) separately 241 

for 20 and 40 Gy. For each of the metrics of interest (sM , sF, and sM/sF), the 2.5th and 97.5th 242 

percentiles of the 10 000 bootstrap scores were then taken as the lower and the upper limit, 243 

respectively, of the confidence interval. 244 

 245 

Estimating sexual selection against induced mutations 246 

Barring any catastrophes, the following things were happening in each of the experimental 247 

“populations” in the male fitness assay: females produced eggs, fertilizations of these eggs were 248 

shared between a focal male and his competitors, and a certain fraction of the fertilized eggs 249 

survived to adulthood, at which stage we determined their paternity (focal vs. rival), and scored the 250 

focal male’s fitness as the number of his offspring. Thus, detrimental effects of mutations on male 251 
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fitness could come about at either or both of the two stages: during competition with rival males 252 

for eggs (sexual selection acting on the focal males) and/or during offspring development from 253 

fertilized egg to imago (viability selection acting on the males’ offspring).  254 

We estimated the specific contribution of sexual selection, separately for each replicate line, 255 

and only for the 40 Gy treatment (because in the 20 Gy group we did not detect any significant 256 

decline in male fitness). We calculated the (unstandardized) coefficients of sexual selection (Ss) as 257 

differences in mean number of rival males’ offspring between the mutated and control treatments 258 

(cf. Appendix, eq. B2). In Appendix we explain the full rationale for this approach; briefly: the 259 

number of rivals’ offspring is affected by the focal males’ sexual competitiveness (the less 260 

competitive the focal males, the more eggs get fertilized by their rivals and vice versa) but not by 261 

the viability of the focals’ offspring. Thus, the difference in mean number of rival males’ offspring 262 

between the mutated and control treatments reflects the strength of sexual selection against the 263 

induced mutations, unconfounded by the effect of selection acting at the level of offspring viability. 264 

We used t tests to assess if the effects of sexual selection were significantly different from 0, which 265 

would indicate that the induced mutations significantly decrease male sexual competitiveness. To 266 

assess the contribution of sexual selection relative to the overall selection against the induced 267 

mutations (as measured in our assays), we also calculated the unstandardized coefficients of total 268 

selection (St) as differences between the mean number of focal males’ offspring between the control 269 

and mutated treatments (cf. Appendix, eq. B2). We then calculated the ratio of sexual selection to 270 

total selection coefficients (Ss/St). We first calculated Ss, St, and their ratio separately for each 271 

replicate line. Subsequently, to obtain an overall estimate for all replicates, we used ANOVAs to 272 

analyze the effects of mutation treatment (40 Gy vs. control), replicate line (50, 52 and 55), and 273 

their interaction on the number of (1) rival and (2) focal offspring. We then calculated Ss and St 274 
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based on least squares means for irradiation treatment groups, extracted from model (1) and (2), 275 

respectively. 276 

 277 

Behavioural assay 278 

The assay was carried out in the same CT room in which all our beetles are normally housed, 279 

in order to minimize the impact of the assay conditions on normal behavior of the beetles. Each 280 

experimental male (from either 40 Gy or control treatment) was placed on an observation arena 281 

along with one virgin female from the stock culture and one virgin RdHD male. To differentiate 282 

between experimental males and females during the behavioral assay, each experimental male was 283 

marked with a tiny drop of white correction fluid on the thorax (RdHD males are easily 284 

distinguished by their antennal morphology). Observation arenas were 6 cm Petri dishes filled with 285 

small amount of culture medium (flour:yeast mixture and rolled oats) – the amount was adjusted 286 

so that the beetles could feed and move around without slipping on plastic, while remaining visible 287 

at all times. Each such group of beetles was observed for 1 hour, during which the experimental 288 

male’s behavior was scored every minute as either 1 (mounting the female) or 0 (not mounting). 289 

From these scores, for each male we obtained two measures of sexual activity: the latency to first 290 

mounting, and the total number of times it was observed mounting a female (which would be 291 

closely related to the total time spent mounting).  292 

Once again, we analyzed the data separately for each replicate line. Because of very skewed 293 

distributions, we used Mann-Whitney tests to compare latency to first mounting and total mounting 294 

time between the control and mutated males. For lines 52 and 55, the variance of total mounting 295 

time differed significantly between treatments; therefore, we took logarithm of the data before the 296 

analysis. 297 

 298 
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Results 299 

Selection against induced mutations in males and females 300 

The 20 Gy dose caused significant decline in female fitness in two lines (50 and 52), but no 301 

effect in the third, whereas male fitness showed no significant decrease in any of the lines (Fig. 1, 302 

top row). The 40 Gy dose caused significant decline in fitness of both sexes, in all 3 lines (Fig. 1, 303 

bottom row). The coefficients of selection against mutations introduced by 40 Gy dose were higher 304 

in females in all lines, resulting in m/f ratios smaller than 1, but the trend was not significant in any 305 

line, and the confidence intervals around m/f were very wide in two lines (Fig. 1, bottom row). The 306 

same trend (m/f < 1) was observed under 20 Gy dose in lines 50 and 52. 307 

 308 

Selection against induced mutations in males: the role of sexual selection 309 

Sexual selection coefficient was positive for all lines, but not significantly greater than 0 in 310 

line 50 (Ss = 10.04; t50 = 1.27, P = 0.21, Ss/St = 0.28) nor in line 55 (when including all data: Ss = 311 

1.63; t23 = 0.10, P = 0.92, Ss/St = 0.04; after excluding an influential outlier: Ss = 13.91; t22 = 1.34, 312 

P = 0.19, Ss/St = 0.30). In line 52, sexual selection coefficient was significant (Ss = 28.86; t32 = 313 

4.50, P < 0.001) and, in fact, larger than the total selection coefficient (Ss/St = 1.36). When 314 

analyzing data from all lines together using ANOVA, the effect of sexual selection against induced 315 

mutations (estimated as the effect of mutation treatment on the number of rival offspring, see 316 

Methods) was significant (when including all data, mutation treatment: F1,105 = 6.47, P = 0.012, 317 

replicate line: F2,105 = 2.38, P = 0.098, interaction: F2,105 = 1.79, P = 0.172; after excluding an 318 

influential outlier, F1,104 = 12.55, P = 0.001, replicate line: F2,104 = 1.72, P = 0.184, interaction: 319 

F2,104 = 1.49, P = 0.229). The coefficient of sexual selection (calculated based on ANOVA least 320 

squares means for mutation treatment groups) was Ss = 13.51 (Ss/St = 0.43) when all data was 321 

included and Ss = 17.61 (Ss/St = 0.51) if an influential outlier was excluded. 322 
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Figure 1. Standardized coefficients of selection against induced mutations in females (sF) and 323 

males (sM), and the ratio sM /sF (m/f), ± bootstrap confidence intervals, in the 20 Gy (top row) and 324 

40 Gy (bottom row) treatments. 325 

 326 
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In the behavioral assay, we found no difference between the control and mutated treatments in 327 

either line in mean latency to the first mount (line 50: W = 244, P = 0.689; line 52: W = 118.5, P = 328 

0.968; line 55: W = 64, P = 0.742), nor in the mean time spent mounting (line 50: W = 247.5, P = 329 

0.746; line 52: W = 116, P = 0.984; line 55: W = 73, P = 0.883). In lines 52 and 55, the variances 330 

of total mounting time were significantly higher in the mutated treatment (line 52: F = 6.817, P = 331 

0.0004; line 55: F = 10.62, P = 0.0002). 332 

 333 

Discussion 334 

Sexual selection on males can contribute to the maintenance of sex by reducing 335 

deleterious mutation load in sexual populations relative to their asexual competitors, provided 336 

that it discriminates against the same alleles as selection acting on females, and does so with 337 

higher efficiency (Manning 1984; Agrawal 2001; Siller 2001; Whitlock and Agrawal 2009). Our 338 

results suggest that the latter condition is not satisfied in T. castaneum.  339 

We studied selection against deleterious mutations introduced by ionizing radiation and 340 

present in the genome in heterozygous state (hence mimicking the natural situation whereby 341 

individual deleterious alleles are rare), in the context of small experimental populations with 1:1 342 

sex ratio (mimicking the sex ratio of natural populations). In the 20 Gy treatment, we found no 343 

effect of induced mutations on male fitness in any replicate, whereas female fitness declined 344 

significantly in two replicate lines. In the 40 Gy treatment, both female and male fitness declined 345 

in all three replicates; however, there was no evidence of more detrimental effect of mutations on 346 

males. In fact, the trend was in the opposite direction (female fitness being affected more strongly 347 

in all three lines), although it was non-significant. Deleterious mutations on the X chromosome 348 

could only have negligible contribution to this result, since X only constitutes ca. 6% of T. 349 

castaneum genome (Trauner et al. 2009). 350 
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When estimated across replicate lines, the effect of sexual selection constituted 43% or 51% 351 

(depending on the inclusion of an influential outlier) of overall selection against induced mutations. 352 

The within-line estimates were all positive, meaning that sexual competitiveness of mutated males 353 

was consistently lower across the three replicate lines (further supported by the lack of mutation × 354 

line interaction effect in the ANOVA), although the magnitude of Ss varied among the lines and in 355 

two of them it was not significantly different from zero. In the third line, the contribution of sexual 356 

selection was significant, and, surprisingly, exceeded the estimate of overall selection, indicating 357 

that egg-to-adult survival of the focal males’ offspring was higher in the mutated than in the control 358 

treatment. The measures of male sexual activity did not differ in means between the control and 359 

mutated treatment in either line (although in two lines, the variances in total time spent in 360 

copulatory mounts were significantly higher in the mutated treatment). Thus, we speculate that the 361 

observed effect of sexual selection against induced mutations may be due to decreased sperm 362 

competitiveness of the mutated males. In line with this speculation, sperm competitiveness in T. 363 

castaneum was previously shown to be affected by mutations revealed by inbreeding (Michalczyk 364 

et al. 2010). 365 

Taken together, our results indicate that sexual selection on males does discriminate against 366 

mutations that are also detrimental to female fitness, although we were not able to pinpoint the 367 

exact mechanism involved. However, we show that sexual selection does not make these mutations 368 

more deleterious in males than in females, indicating that it does not contribute to offsetting the 369 

costs of sex.  370 

These findings contrast with some of the conclusions reached in a recent study on the 371 

same species by Lumley et al. (2015). They created two experimental evolution regimes within 372 

which they exposed replicate populations to either decreased (monogamy or female-biased sex 373 

ratio) or elevated (polyandry or male-biased sex ratio) levels of sexual selection. Subsequently, 374 
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they exposed the load of recessive and partly recessive mutations present in the evolved 375 

populations by creating inbred lines (20 generations of sib × sib mating). They found that inbred 376 

lines derived from populations with the history of strong sexual selection showed slower fitness 377 

decline over generations, and survived longer, than the lines derived from populations with 378 

weak/eliminated sexual selection, indicating that mutation load in traits affecting survival and 379 

offspring production was higher in the latter. This provides compelling evidence that the net 380 

directions of sexual and “ordinary” (Darwin 1859) selection are aligned, rather than antagonistic, 381 

which has important theoretical as well as potential practical implications (Rowe and Houle 382 

1996; Tomkins et al. 2004; Holman and Kokko 2013; Charge et al. 2014). However, it is not 383 

enough to “provide compelling support for the (…) models (…) which argued that costs of sex 384 

could be offset by population genetic benefits derived from sexual selection” (Lumley et al. 385 

2015). This is because relaxing sexual selection on males will hamper purging mutation load in 386 

female and population fitness (thus creating the difference in load level between populations 387 

differing in the strength of sexual selection) whenever the net effect of selection on genome is in 388 

the same direction for males and females, regardless of its relative strength between the sexes 389 

(Whitlock and Agrawal 2009). Yet, selection being stronger in males is a key condition in the 390 

theoretical models featuring sexual selection as a contributor to the maintenance of sex (Agrawal 391 

2001; Siller 2001; Whitlock and Agrawal 2009 cf. Introduction). Our results suggest, instead, that 392 

mutation load in T. castaneum is similar, or even higher, than it would be under a (hypothetical) 393 

scenario of asexual reproduction (Whitlock and Agrawal 2009, see also Introduction). The results 394 

obtained by Lumley et al. (2015) could thus be due to the enhanced SS populations reducing the 395 

mutation load below - and/or the relaxed SS populations accumulating the load above – this level. 396 

That being said, we need to acknowledge two main limitations of our experimental 397 

approach. First, we analyzed the effects of mutations artificially induced by ionizing radiation, 398 
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which may have different effects from these occurring naturally. However, ionizing radiation 399 

induces mutations with a wide range of effects (e.g. Evans and DeMarini 1999), and the distribution 400 

of these effects is not likely to be fundamentally different from that characterizing spontaneous 401 

mutations (Radwan 2004). Hence, there is no a priori reason to expect that induced mutations will 402 

substantially differ from spontaneous ones in their relative effects on male vs. female fitness. 403 

Second, as a background to assess the reproductive success of our experimental males and females 404 

we used the reindeer (RdHD) strain. This allowed us to distinguish wild type and RdHD offspring, 405 

and hence score the reproductive success of our focal beetles while letting them interact with other 406 

individuals at the 1:1 sex ratio – the motivation being to mimic, as closely as logistically possible, 407 

the conditions normally experienced in populations. Competition assays between these two strains 408 

(wild type and RdHD) are commonly used while working with flour beetles to assess the fitness of 409 

experimental wild type males or examine paternity shares after multiple copulations (Lewis et al. 410 

2005; Michalczyk et al. 2011; Demont et al. 2014). However, RdHD males are relatively poor 411 

competitors when faced with wild type males (in this study, control males sired on average over 412 

50% offspring, and mutated males – ca. 40% offspring, in competition with 3 RdHD rivals). In 413 

other words, the RdHD males provided a mild competitive environment for the focal males, which 414 

may have resulted in masking the negative effects of induced mutations and hence – in 415 

underestimating the selection coefficients for males. However, although it is counterintuitive, 416 

selection needs not necessarily be weaker in milder environments (Agrawal and Whitlock 2010). 417 

Nevertheless, an ideal fitness assay would examine competition between both mutated and control 418 

wild type males. This could be achieved in future studies by inducing mutations into an outbred 419 

population, using (non-mutated) individuals from the same population as rivals in fitness assays, 420 

and then applying molecular tools to assign offspring parentage to focal vs. rival individuals. 421 
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In summary, we would like to emphasize the importance of comparing male and female 422 

selection coefficients when studying the role of sexual selection in the evolution of sex. To date, 423 

such comparisons are relatively rare (see Introduction), despite being central to testing the relevant 424 

models (Agrawal 2001; Siller 2001).  425 

 426 

Appendix 427 

We made two simplifying assumptions: (1) that the total number of fertilized eggs in a 428 

“population” is unaffected by focal male’s treatment and (2) that survival to adulthood of eggs 429 

fertilized by control focal males and rival males is the same. The first assumption seems 430 

reasonable, as the total number of fertilized eggs in our experimental “populations” is likely 431 

determined by the number of eggs produced by females (given anizogamy and 1:1 sex ratio). The 432 

second assumption is likely to be met in our study, as there appear to be no difference in egg-to-433 

adult survival between the wild type and Rd strains (Michalczyk, unpublished results, 434 

Michalczyk et al. 2010). Based on these assumptions, we can parametrize the male fitness assay’s 435 

dynamics as follows: 436 

 437 

Variable Control 

treatment 

Mutated 

treatment 

total # of fertilized eggs in a “population” a a 

% of a fertilized by a focal male c d 

% of a fertilized by rival males 1-c 1-d 

% surviving to adulthood out of all eggs fertilized by 

a focal male 

e f 
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% surviving to adulthood out of all eggs fertilized by 

rival males 

 

e e 

from the above, we can calculate the following: 

# eggs fertilized by a focal male (Ef) ac ad 

# eggs fertilized by rival males (Er) a(1-c) a(1-d) 

# adult offspring of a focal male (Of*) ace adf 

# adult offspring of rival males (Or) a(1-c)e a(1-d)e 

total # adult offspring in a “population” (Ot) ace + a(1-c)e 

= 

ae 

adf + a(1-d)e = adf 

+ ae - ade 

 

 

 438 

If we further assume that the variables a-f are all independent of each other, then the expected 439 

(mean) values of the last five variables are  440 

 441 

Variable mean Control treatment Mutated treatment 

�� � � � � 

�� � (1 − �) � (1 − �) 

��* � � � � � � 

�� � (1 − �) � � (1 − �) � 

�� � � � � � +  � �  -  � � � 

 442 
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Sexual selection against the induced mutations is manifested as the difference between the control and 443 

mutated focal males in the mean fraction (� − �) and, in consequence, in the mean number (��control - 444 

��mutated = � (� − �)) of fertilized eggs. Sadly, these variables cannot be measured in our 445 

experiment (nor in many other experiments following similar fitness assay design): only Of, Or 446 

and their sum (Ot) can actually be scored in the assay.  447 

At the stage of adult offspring, selection is measured as: 448 

 449 

 450 

(Eq. B1)  ��* control - ��*mutated = � � � - � � �  = � � � - � � � + � � (� − �)  451 

= � � (� − �) + � � (� − �) 452 

 453 

 454 

The first part of the equation (� � (� − �)) can be considered a proper measure of sexual selection 455 

against the induced mutations, albeit scored at the stage of adult offspring rather than fertilized 456 

eggs. This is because it arises from the difference in fertilization success between the control and 457 

mutated males, scaled only by two quantities which are independent of the mutation treatment 458 

(� � � �). In other words: mutation treatment influences this quantity only via the effects on 459 

fertilization success, whereas the total difference between ��control  and ��mutated is additionally 460 

influenced by the mutations’ effect on offspring survival. 461 

We can estimate � � (� − �) by calculating the difference in the number of rival – rather than 462 

focal - offspring between the mutated and control treatments: 463 

 464 

 465 
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(Eq. B2)  ��mutated - ��control = � (1 − �) � - � (1 − �) � = � � (� − �) 466 

 467 

 468 

(Note that the control and mutated subscripts in Eq. B2 refer to treatment groups and not to rival 469 

males themselves, which are not mutated in any treatment group). 470 

 471 

Finally, the second part of Eq. B1 is equal to the difference between the control and mutated 472 

treatments in the mean total number of adult offspring produced by the experimental 473 

“populations”” 474 

 475 

 476 

(Eq. B3) ��mutated - ��control = � �  -  (� � � +  � �  -  � � �) = � � (� − �) 477 

 478 

 479 

This reflects the fact that decreased survival of the mutated focal males’ offspring leads to a 480 

decline in the total number of adult offspring produced by experimental “populations” in the 481 

mutated treatment (if offspring survival is unaffected by treatment, then � = � and Eq. B3 gives 482 

0: there is no difference between treatments in the total offspring number produced by 483 

“populations”). 484 

 485 

* Of here is equivalent to W in the main text, because we take the number of adult offspring as a 486 

measure of the focal males’ fitness 487 

 488 
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